
(November 26, 1940 - ET)

In appearing before the National Industrial Conference Board, it is 
appropriate that I should appraise the national economic outlook as I see it 
at this time. As Chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System, I am primarily concerned with banking and monetary problems and with 
fiscal policies as they affect monetary conditions. I can speak only for my
self, and not for my associates on the Board or in the Reserve System, or for 
the Government. Many of the issues which I must touch on in order to present 
a rounded picture of present and potential problems as I see them are by their 
nature highly controversial. I wish to indicate my own views as frankly as 
possible for what they may be worth as a part of the full consideration and 
discussion that are required by the gravity of the times and the importance of 
the problems before us.

Underlying my approach to all of these problems is my belief that 
democracy and the system of free enterprise can function to provide reasonably 
full and sustained employment for all of our available man power, in peace as 
well as in war times. The great bulk of that employment is and must be pro-* 
vided by private enterprise. Public policy, therefore, should be directed to 
creating an economic climate that will give the greatest possible encouragement 
to private initiative and private enterprise that is consistent with orderly 
and continuous national progress.

The experience of the past decade has served to confirm my conviction 
that having given this encouragement to private activity, Government should as
sure employment on useful public works, on a basis that is noncompetitive with 
private industry, for those able and willing workers whom private industry is 
unable to employ. Far from being wasteful, that is the essence of conservation 
for it meaas adding to the store of national wealth, in providing roads, schools,
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hospitalisation, public housing, and other betterments, that private enter
prise does not and cannot be expected to provide* We gain all these things 
instead of irreparably losing the product of labor by keeping" it idle. Such 
a policy is economically sound, and when supplemented by an adequate social 
security program of pensions, public health and relief for the uneaployables, 
compensates for the loss of buying power when the expenditures of private 
enterprise decline* This in turn benefits private business and restores 
national income and national revenues*

While fundamental principles of Government policy do not change, 
policies must vary as economic conditions change* Policy that is appropriate 
to a period of deflation and under-employment is not appropriate for a time of 
full employment and the inflationary possibilities that then arise. At a time 
when activity is rapidly expanding, and we are approaching conditions of 
reasonably full e&ploymcnt, the fiscal and monetary policies appropriate to 
the depression period need to be altered to fit the changed conditions*

A condition of rapidly expanding employment and production has^begun 
to develop, primarily as the result of our vast defense effort and its stimu
lative effects, both directly and indirectly, on the entire economy* I wish 
now to discuss what seem to me to be the major factors, in the light of 
present conditions, that should be taken into account as they affect the bank
ing and monetary field, the budget and taxation*

We are again hearing much about the dangers of inflation* It is 
vitally important to face the inflation issue squarely, but it is also important 
not to become mere inflation alarmists* We have had too much loose talk about
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inflation for seven years* First of all, we must distinguish between^prie® y, 
^iHflutiOA due to non-monetary causes and #ee/̂reaFi.ti'n;i: from monetary c«uses*
I have aeversl times in the past defined the latter as a condition arising 
when the means of payment In the hands of those who will spend it increases 
more r a p i d l y  than the production of goods* This means that the economy has 
reached the limit of its ability to produce, that is to say, full employment
of its man power and productive facilities, but that, nevertheless, the v
jf '  ' * T.

cyftgrtien of feoney continues, 'uncontrolled and unchecked* v  jprice Inflation^ 
due to non-monetary causes, arises^when production in particular fields is 
deliberately interrupted or curtailed, whether froa bottlenecks, short-sighted 
wage and price policies, monopolistic practices by capital or labor, or related 
causes, whan there is pressing consumer demand for the goods produced in these
fields and when there is neither a shortage of facilities that exist or can be \

vconstructed or a shortage of man power. The cure for such a condition is not s v
M&o L xJ  # « vless, but more production* It cannot be p«nedied by monetary neans^ “  W ^

wh a price situation began to develop early in 195? and I ¿jointed
out then that the proper remedies aid not lie in the adoption of restraints
through monetary action, because such action restricts’ the entire economy, but
did lie in special measures directed at certain unhealthy price and wage in-
1 Vcreaaes due to bottleneck conditions and monopolistic practices* The immediate1 V’"''-s. • 5\ ^  inflst4oosrr danger that confronts us is of this character, and must be dealt

with promptly and effectively, preferably by self-discipline of both capital and
labor in the affected industrial fields which are those on which the defense
pronroia is primarily concentrated. The longer-range danger, that of s monetary
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iMflatiA», Win tyatfl 1 have reached the Of' our
Jaitn power and productive capacity«- JtSmust be prepared to apply at such a 

effective" taxation and monetary controls.
The insnedi&te danger is that the upward spiral of prices in particu

lar sectors of the economy will throw these sectors out of balance with the 
rest of the economy, to the detriment especially of agriculture, unorganized 
labor and both the low income and fixed income groups. Since our nsajor ob
jective at all times, and especially when we cannot afford to lose time in 
building our defenses, is full production and employment, it is essential in 
the general welfare that business and labor avoid strikes and lockouts that 
interrupt the flov? of production, and likewise avoid price and wage policies 
that induce forward-buying and inventory bulges due to fears of higher prices* 

It would be best for all concerned if through self-discipline capital
and labor prevented these abuses from developing, but if they fail to do so,
*xiL*c_Aj«Xi*XlUrs. Aa »> jf- u A jlX k j a m a *.jmtathen: thfty 1 nvlta th^-4̂ e¥i4fa-bl̂  ̂ l-t̂ paat.iv© of., direct-* * ' i t  J.& * w * * *
Through increased efficiency and oper£t±ng for longer hours*, capital and 
labor can increase production. To avoid bottlenecks due to skilled labor 
shortages in certain fields, it will be necessary not only to utilize exist-

, , jr- •'ft*ing skills as fully es possible by working longer houso, but "gmgD tin»-.
increase as repidly as possible vocational and apprenticeship train* 

ing* In these ways bottlenecks and unwarranted price rises can be avoided* 
Otherwise, governments have no choice, as we have seen in otherjjQiintrles, enr 

cept to intervene directly by enforcing priorities, by strikes and
lockouts and by fixing prices as well as wages end hours*
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These are vital considerations at this time when production must not 
merely be sustained, but must be greatly expanded to provide defense require
ments and at the same time take cere of normal civilian needs. I do not think 
it possible to over*emphasize the evils in the kind of inflation originating 
in what essentially are monopolistic practices either by capital or labor* The 
result is not only greatly to increase the cost of defense as well as the general 
cost of living, but the need to redress the unbalanced conditions that inevitably 
follow calls for increased subsidy payments to agriculture and increased pay
ments in pensions and relief for the aged and the unemploya'oles in order to try 
to make up for their diminished buying power. Likewise, it leads to demands on 
the part of all who are employed for increased wages and salaries to help them
meet the increased cost of living. The result is the familiar general upward

ispiral of all prices which in the end benefits nobody, defeats the essential 
national purpose of substantially full employment and production for defense as 
well as for civilian needs.

I am aware that some men in business and in the ranks of labor feel 
that they should be allowed to make up now for some of the lean years. 
they do that J d A i l Q ^ t h e  fcsaia of ?*vIls I have ¿«saribec. Past
losses cannot be made up now except at the risk of these inflationary con
sequences. The price and profit increases necessary to make up for such past 
losses would, have to come out of the economy generally, at the expense of all 
other groups. “f f t w  ®FX*wffit 'to empha
sise agfein, is and rsost- OTiwnlr -which ■ we muist ■

and deulwith*.
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This problem *•— what may be called the bottleneck problem —  re
quires that now more than ever before we keep a discriminating eye on price 
movements. Any increase in business activity characteristically produces

Ayrelative scarcities in certain reas of production relative to the whole.
These relative scarcities tend to cause price advances. This is particularly 
true of a period dominated by defense expenditures. The defense program is 
concentrated upon specialized sectors of the heavy goods industries. Every 
effort must be made to increase supply in these areas. To the extent that 
supply cannot be increased with sufficient rapidity to keep pace with both 
Government and civilian requirements, priorities and rationing may be necessary 
as a check upon undue price advances.

There would be no economic justice in permitting the necessities of 
a great national emergency to yield excessive returns to producers in specialized 
areas at the expense of the rest of the community. Primary responsibility for 
preventing the breakdowns, the price distortions and consequences to the entire 
economy that would result from the attempt to take advantage of the emergency 
rests upon business and labor leadership. We need above all in this crucial 
period rapidly expanding production in the industries where preventable bottle* 
necks are most likely to develop. The time may come when we shall have to 
curtail private purchases of automobiles and private and public construction in 
order to give the defense program the right of way in the heavy industries.
But priorities aad rationing should not be applied until we have exhausted

Uevery effort to enlarge productive capacity in the bottleneck areas.
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We must also keep a vigilant eye on speculative forward-buying 
and excessive inventory accumulations* We should be alert to the possibility 
that the large cash and credit resources available might be turned into specu
lative channels under the favorable expectations which a prolonged defense

t\Jprogram creates* We should, be better protected against such speculative in
flationary developments if the volume of idle funds already existing were 
curbed and prevented from increasing still more and if our bank credit structure 
were again brought within range of control.

What I have been discussing are inflationary conditions due to bottle
necks and other non-monetary causes* Looking beyond these immediate problem, 
we should be prepared to protect the economy also against the evils of general 
inflation due to monetary factors*

As the result of gold imports, silver purchases, and purchases by 
banks of United States Government securities the volume of bank deposits has 
increased to the highest levels in the history of the country* Dessand de
posits and currency now amount to f 41.5 billions . or about |l4.5billions above 
the peak of the boom period of the Twenties. At the same time, gold and silver 
purchases have raised the volume of excess reserves to I 7 billions which
is a wholly unprecedented volume, capable of supporting ~ bank credit ex
pansion of fully £ 60 billions in addition to the present total of deposits.

As long as these funds have been relatively dormant, they have not 
presented a serious problem except as they have tended to depress the. 
interest rate structure to excessively low levels. To avoid that extreme —  ;
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to keep the bank credit picture within the realm of control that is the 
special responsibility of central banking authorities —  I advocated, in con
nection with the Banking Act of 1935, that Congress give the Reserve System 
adequate powers to absorb the excess, and I subsequently urged that con
sideration be given to the main causes of this condition, that is, to silver 
purchases and to the causes of the inflow of gold from abroad which are almost 
entirely responsible for the present and continuing growth of excess reserves. 
The authority granted by Congress has been entirely inadequate to cop© with the 
unprecedented growth of excess reserves* For that reason, the Board of 
Governors as long ago as 1938 recoiamended in its annual report that Congress 
take cognizance of and deal with this rapidly enlarging problem.

The need for dealing with it becomes increasingly imperative because 
of the rapid expansion generated by the defense program. It is essential 
now that the excess reserves be brought within a range r̂ here they can be ad
justed to the needs of legitimate business through the open-m&rket function 
of the Reserve System, and not be left as a basis for an uncontrolled multiple 
credit expansion such aa could be built upon them.

By the open-m&rket function, I mean simply the authority which the 
Reserve System has to buy or sell Government and certain other securities for 
its own account, these operations being carried out by the System’s Open Market 
Committee. The importance of these operations lies in the fact that when 
securities are bought it increases member bank# reserves. Conversely, when 
securities are sold from the ©pen-market account it absorbs and thus decreases
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tiie reserves of member banks. Itmstrmmxt 1s t f^#^ble-onet
n «  ... •• mo***00* I.... .̂ , |

affecting only banks that desire to purchase or sell securities, largely in {
s ’ } S * -  \accordance with their reserve position, whereas raising reserve requirements| \ I

affects all banks in accordance with their classification, I want to say in j j y

passing that, contrary to a persistent popular fallacy, the Reserve System
\ Idoes not use reserves deposited with it by member banks to buy Government securi

ties* Such bank reserves are quite literally locked up by the System and cannot 
be used as a basis for credit expansion. The System has specific authority to 
create the funds used in opea^market operations. These funds are in no way

X. =# I

dependent upon or related to such reserves as member banks carry with the Re- f
serve Banks# _ _.„...__^

The Reserve System should be restored to a position in which, through 
open-market operations, it would be able to expand or contract the basis of j%
bank credit as conditions require, thereby exercising a supervision that is an
I x i

essential and flexible instrument of monetary control• This the Board empha- j
X

sized when it succeeded temporarily in placing itself in a position in 1937 i 
where it could make open-market operations an effective mediim of control against 
either an unwarranted contraction or an excessive expansion of bank credit re
sources.

Regaining control over excess reserves is a necessary precaution 
against the inflationary possibilities of over-expansion of bank credit based 
upon these redundant reserves. It* iŝ ncyfc a step tthat would in any way restrict 
legitimate business expansion ̂ or development of the/defense program. It is a
safeguard against necessary expansion developing into over-expansion —  into 
creation of the means of payment out of all proper relationship to production.
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How this stop may best be accomplished is a matter for Congress to determine, jt 

However, I see no feasible way to accomplish it except by increasing the re
serve requirements of the banks to a point which would reduce the excess re
serves to an amount that could be absorbed by the sale of Government securities 
from the System’s portfolio, leaving only enough securities to take oar# of 
System expenses* In addition, adequate provision should be made for absorbing 
future gold or silver acquisitions that add. to excess reserves. This power of 
raising or lowering reserve requirements should be made applicable to New York, 
the money center, or to all reserve cities, or to coimtry banks, or to any com
bination of the three groups* This would provide for flexibility and sake it 
possible to adjust reserve requirements to conditions that may exist in 
different regions*

Furthermore, reserve requirements must be made applicable to all banks 
of deposit, whether they be members of the Federal I?eserve System or not* It 
1s not equitable to ask only the member banks of the Beserve Bystem to subject 
themselves to increases when those who elect to remain outside the System, or 
those who are now members and who choose to withdraw, can escape sharing in 
what is a national responsibility* This situation is not only Inequitable but 
it renders monetary control ineffective so long as any bank that does not like 
the reserve requirements can relieve itself of the restriction by withdrawing 
froni the System. Demand deposits are the major part of our money supply —  and 
control over their expansion and contraction must reach all banks that are in a 
position to create them.

As long as we have a vast oversupply of excess reserves, the induce
ment exists throughout the banking system to expand and to put these resources
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to work in loans and investments* When the economy is reaching the stage of 
full production and employment that inducement should be removed,

Kot only do the excess reserves afford an opportunity for over
expansion but they also tend to depress the interest rate structure to ex
cessively low levels* I have continuously advocated a policy of monetary ease 
as the appropriate accompaniment of a period of underemployment, but 1 have 
never favored artificially low rates such as foavo bee» brought about through 
an uncontrolled surplus of excess reserves. -. iiijiair~Ereondi 11 <M^^bfcdfaaBgaooa»
-t4rfttred7 u&dBrrai nes ora* eat;iî :’̂0btor̂ cr©dî ieir-'-̂ pat#f?i • No such oversupply of 
excess reserves is necessary to carry out a policy of monetary encoura^epent
to business recovery* Instead, excessively low interest rates tend to

A  /
induce Inflated prices of Governments, municipals, and other high-grade securi
ties* The effects are reflected in credit lines generally, and are felt by 
insurance companies, savings banks, educational institutions, and other fi
duciaries representing the accumulations of many millions of our people, as&ll 
as well aa large savers. Moreover, this creates a future problem for monetary 
authorities because at such time as it say become necessary to curtail further 
credit expansion, as a safeguard against inflationary developments, this step
cannot be taken without causing a decline in the price of outstanding securi-

jk

tieS* n J  V 'j tW  —  M J /
Although 4&e- interest ratesjrtrwrturu tmc, become eaeeaeive-l-y low, VA A /

rates in the home and farm mortgage field have been relatively slow to respond 
to the general decline and are not now too lov?, in my judgment* I think there 
would be no justification for increased rates on home or farm mortgages, and that
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increases In such rates would be unwise and unwarranted. The volume of ex
isting idle funds is so large that some of the higher bond and mortgage rates 
may go lower even though there is no further expansion of existing funds*

I am concerned with interest rates not as an end in themselves, but \  
)^ /

as a means to the end of stability in the progress of our economy. Excessively 
low rates do not contribute to stability any more than do excessively high 
rates. Neither is fair both to lender and to borrower* It is one thing to 
have interest rates low as the result of-tEe pressure of savings or invest-

.
ment funds on the market. It is-a quite different thing to depress the interest

******

rate structure abnormally' through excess reserves created by causes extraneous 
to our economy. Jr have always contended, and I reiterate now, that these ab
normal pressures should be removed, and they must be removed as an essential 
element of defending the economy against possible inflationary over-expansion 
later on.

~ The goal of all policy is economic stability, not in the sense of a 
static condition, but in the sense of stabilized full employment avoiding 
the ext rones either of inflation or of deflation as the economy progresses. 
Interest rates are an inseparable and important factor in economic stabilization. 
They are an essential part of a capitalistic system which is based on the 
creditor-debtor relationship. Interest rates should be fair both to debtors 
and to creditors and should be adjusted to the needs of the economy in 
different phases of the business cycle. A firming of short-term rates and a
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floor mdor longer-term rates is what is needed at present* This ean be / j
achieved only if excess reserves are placed under control*' * « «*t\ 4S i

.-¿̂g0g*f' ' "’TL'-"’’ " ' .Ijt
As an additional measure I favor eOTmrrrtsg^eposits hei<Tw£th the He-

^ w»« • -i _ -
serve Banks and vault cash held by banks fre^ assessments Tor Federal deposit"
insurance, IShile I have never been against interbank deposits, X do not favor
over-concentration of funds that serve no useful purpose at money market banks 

A?~mT * (jL4A-.ijL*«h a y g M u a a l y  to depress short-term rates to such low levels that the 
very banks which concentrate their funds in the son©/ centers find themselves 
in an adverse competitive position. Nor is it to the interest of the money 
market banks to accumulate excessive correspondent bank balances on which they
can earn nothing, but on which they pay the assessment• Furthermore, if a

ibankfs funds are locked up by the authorities to serve as reserves, it is notA , * * ~ * . V •
fair to the bank to require it to pay assessments on thê  locked uplfunds that

ChMjtJ( * •’ m,C, M.) 4"*- 'r̂ f , —-earn nothing for the hank. Another reaggfl ras »i w y l M y l 1111we» 11111 1
' ___ f"these ft£hds w ith  Be- ** 

«genre Banka and thuju-ta^re- ia  a#" 4m»ttrl,4ain tiaa fo r, aaaaealn» a pisnaitti to- in -  . 

£U<iHr-—---
Some of the large city banks have been much interested in getting legis

lation that will exempt them from paying deposit insurance assessments on the 
interbank deposits they hold* It seems to me that since they pay no interest 
to the depositing banks on these funds, that the more equitable amendment would 
be to exempt the originating bank from paying the assessment if these funds are 
deposited with Keaerve Banks* In other words, if any bank Is to be benefitted
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by exemption from the assessment, it should be the originating bank which de- 
posits the funds as a reserve in the Reserve System, and not the bank that gets 
the use of the funds without paying anything for them. It is not in the interest 
of the city bank to have interbank deposits in abnormal amounts because they 
cannot be profitably used by reason of their volatile nature. The city banks 
should be interested in having only such correspondent bank balances as re
flect the business done by the correspondent banks and the services rendered for 
them.

I have dwelt at some length on the general subject, with some of its 
ramifications, with regard to controlling monetary inflation by controlling 
excessive bank reserves. This subject, however, cannot be considered separately 
from the other sources of money-creation, that is, Government deficit-financing 
through the banks, and gold and silver policy. As an integral part of the 
general policy that is necessary for the period we are entering, we must dis
courage the purchase of Government securities by banks. For that creates new 
deposits. With the volume of bank deposits already at the highest levels we 
have ever had, it becomes important that we do not continue to add to this 
total, particularly at a time when one effect of the defense program is to 
activate the existing volume of deposits as they are drawn upon by business 
and put to more active use. Instead, Government securities should be sold to 
private and institutional investors. This has the effect of using existing 
funds rather than creating additional deposits. iaef^lSfalTy,
*i»t\^?hen the Government borrows existing funds it does not reduce the supply 
because as soon as these funds are expended by the Government, they go right
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back into the money system again, chiefly as bank deposits* Another popular 
mistake is to suppose that Government deficit-financing creates excess reserves* 
Instead, they originate from gold, silver, or other currency acquisitions*
When the Government sells its securities to the banks, instead of creating ex
cess reserves, this absorbs thes bscause the aam bank deposits thereby created

t >____. »
have t o be - based ■ upon - or «iWiu *mt&m

So long as banks have an oversupply of excess reserves, they have / '
every inducement to invest thwrtn Government securities. That inducement can 
only be reduced or removed by reducing or removing the excess reserves which, 
as I have sought to indicate, should be adjusted to the normal require ents of 
business* If this is done the rate on Government bills and short-term notes 
would be likely to increase sufficiently so that instead of beln& practically 
at no-yield levels, they would begin to attract the large amounts of idle 
corporate balances, representing reserves of various kinds, that have accumu
lated and will increasingly accumulate as business end profits expand. For 
the moat part, these funds are now deposited in banks and earn nothing for the 
corporate owners* They would be inclined to invest them in short-term Govern
ments if the yield were raised from the prevailing artificially low levels*

)Kjiaaaa -'Jsfctrald be remembered that in pursuing an easy money policy as a recovery policy, 
the-Brttish did not permit their bill rate to fall below one-half of one per 
c«xrtT' It *.fould be especially desirable at this Juncture, whan we should not■
increase deposits by selling additional Government securities to the banks, 
to attract idle existing funds into the ahort-ter?a issues through a firming of 
the rate to a ¿sore natural level. At the same time, longer-term issues should
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be adapted to the requirements of insurance companies, savings banks, and indi
vidual or institutional Investors* Thus the non-banking market for Government 
securities would be broadened out to absorb whatever Government financing may 
be necessary during the period in which we are making large defense outlays.

But deposits a3 veil a** reserves are also increased as gold and silver 
continue to flow into our money system. Even if we had authority to offset the 
effect of the gold and silver acquisitions on excess reserves* these acquisitions 
would still continue to add to deposits, unless we are prepared to deal with 
these factors at their source. I' have publicly stated my opposition to the 
purchase of foreign silver as unjustified nfcfefoftg from a monetary standpoint 4H&.

.in -H-'ft.aruLj ...>n In my opinion, Congress
should repeal that legislation, and at the same time cancel out the billion and 
a half of seigniorage which could be used for issuance of additional silver 
certificates* Likewise, I favor canceling the authority under the so-called 
Thomas amendment to issue #3 billions of greenbacks. Both of these sources of 
funds, if resorted to, would add both to excess reserves and deposits, would 
the expenditure of the $2 billions now set aside in thl^stabilization fund*
frfe— -j a a M w g f r TOPfflyyito t w ^ dfgreatly accentuate 'v

. ... . ..., problem of the monetary authorities. >
------------- p .  U ^ T I E T T ^ Z Z  “ 7 ;7 ^ 7  *%£

^  (1 6 b problem of gold presents a particularly difficult question. I
believe that Congress, in considering all the Interrelated elements of the

frt Ktr*monetary picture, should consider whether it would asst be wise to make creditsA
available at low rates, as a means of aiding the British, taking as collateral
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their gold, as well as their security holdings here, in Canada, or elsewhere, 
rather than to continue to accumulate more and more of the worldfs gold supply 
at the cost of inflating our banking and credit structure« ^eeftr

said-*-a- dif f 1 cult problem and one fraught with much controversy. Yet, it is 
one that we should'face and analyze against the larger background of our national 
1nt>T>rrlmT—

I have come last to the problem of the budget —  but not because it 
is of least importance. As long as we continue to operate on a deficit basis, 
it will be necessary for the Government to go to the market for the funds to 
make up the difference between tax collections and expenditures, have'TSciT- 
cated the reasons why X think that at this stage the Treasury should do such 
borrowing as is necessary from individual and corporate investors, rather than 
from the bank»*- Hewevar, I believe that we should at 'Ht»- oa»e time take further 
steps to close the gap between income and outgo as far as can be done practicably

U jwithout either confiscatory taxation or ctloecwpagiwwft* 'to private enterprise.
So long as the Government is rapidly increasing its total expenditures, I do not 
see how these outlays can be covered on a pay-as-you-go basis because the in
creased national income and the tax revenues resulting therefrom cannot be 
realized until some time after the sums are spent. In other words, there is a 
lag between the time when the Government has to raise the money and the time 
when it takes effect as income among the people who ultimately receive it in pay
ment for goods and services. Taxes on 1940 incomes are paid in the fiscal years 
1941 and 1942. There may be a lag of a year or a year and a half before money 
borrowed for defense, in effect, shows up in expenditures, then in higher national 
income, and finally in increased tax receipts.
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It would not be wise to try to put sufficiently high rates into effect
to close the gap entirely until we have reached a condition of full production 
and employment• But at that time, the tax system in effect should be adequate 
to bring about the balancing of the Federal budget.

In the interim I think we should close the gap as far as can be done 
JEapreaeiTe' irarstlDE either on normal civilian consumption or upon

capital formation required to finenae new investment s  We nwefc not-dcley 4»he fee-
t4j- S >v<rf (^ <U -d, . f

vision of e^r tax structure until a full-employment income is reached, -igf
^  ^ iim *Kl*Aa j ^ - i •

ateavftd 4a* i> ey . ' First and foremost, we should
revise our corporate, Individual and inheritance tax structure so as to close 
very important existing loopholes that make tax rates much leas effective than 
they should be. For instance, there is not much use in raising individual sur
tax rates if corporations are permitted to hold back earnings in the form of idle 
funds instead of paying them out as dividends to stockholders* If the estate and 
the individual surtaxes are to be made as productive as they should be, then the 
gift tax must also be revised. The excess profits tax, which is clearly in
adequate, should be revised to apply to all earnings above a certain ceiling, say, 
10 per cent of invested capital, with such exceptions as may be necessary as a 
matter of equity* The present law allows an option under which corporations are 
able to make abnormal earnings after all taxes, including the excess profits tax,

will bring in enormous revenues once the national income has risen to #90-100 
billions. As national income approaches these levels, rates should be raised still 
more if necessary to balance the budget.

are paid —  earnings in some /

The present tax structure, strengthened in the ways I have indicat
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la addition to our own large defense expenditures, the amount of which 
we cannot foresee at this time, there is the increasing amount of help to Great 
Britain which must also be taken into account* If the total of these reach a 
much larger figure than is now apparent, it mav be neces.sax^ to impose selective ,>UtV
consumption taxes on those things" that arê tlie least essential*:, in order to di-

jH+dt-i&fi-en ¿U-<J
vert, income to defense purposes. This may become necessary as a measure against 

-X*? v a general price inflation. But such taxes should not be imposed until we have 
^*5 w first placed on the statute books a tax structure sufficiently progressive to 
v  ^  insure that the defense program will not increase the current inequality of
H  -<  S  ̂of wealth and income. Indeed, tax policy should be designed to minimize.this in- 

i  ^  li/
' / equalityl Increased consumption are the most effective means, |men full era- j

ploymant and production have been reached,^of preventing a general price inflationj

but they presuppose the prior enactment of steeply progressive income and estate
taxes*

Direct responsibility for taxation is, of course, outside the realm of 
monetary policy, but the subject of taxation cannot be separated from the primary

f 1 concern of those charged with monetary powers and responsibilities. It is not 
possible to appraise monetary policy realistically without taking account of the 
effect of taxation and of Government financing on the banking and credit structure.

...... It.follow Hi.tetti f̂ iien the time arrives when monetary restraints may become necessary,
deficit-financing should be discontinued, thereby bringing the budget into balance. 
The time for such action will arrive when the economy has reached full production, 
that is, substantially full employment, and both monetary and fiscal policy may 
need to be invoked to maintain a proper relationship between production of goods 
and creation and use of money.

It is genenreSfiy’' i t  would be practically impossible to 
balance the budget while public expenditures are rapidly increasing and before a
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much larger national incase has been achieved^ ,We mlghtr «fcteegef <ww? consider 
viewing certain expenditures for defense as a capital Investment. In effect,
It may be considered a necessary substitute for an equal amount of capital ex
penditure by private industry which in borrowing for capital outlay would 
amortize the debt over the life of the investment* If we were to treat the 
investment in ships, bases, arsenals, factories, powder plants and the other 
capital investments paid for by the Government as private business would treat 
similar capital investment, we might then consider covering only the amortization, 
operating and maintenance costs out of current receipts*

No matter how these outlays may be regarded for bookkeeping purposes, 
the defense program is demonstrating before our very eyes the feasibility of 
raising the national income through governmental expenditures* Nor can there 
be any doubt that once a full income is achieved w® can, out of a full income, 
raise enough taxes to cover expenditures. We can then have a balanced budget*^

A full defense effort will bring very large profits. Profits of 
manufacturing and of trade were already very favorable in the five-year average 
1936-1940. Indeed, for a great many companies they were larger than in any 
previous five-year period in their history. Many of our industries have learned 
how to live very well even under quasi-depressed conditions. At a national in
come level of from $90 to |100 billions, profits can be expected to rise to un
precedented levels. Without a steeply progressive tax structure these profits 
would bring increased concentration of wealth* Business leadership cannot 
afford to let the defense program yield this result. We shall do well therefore,

-  2 0  -
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after the tax collection lag of the first y‘f4rs of defense expansion is over-

n* Some
considerable b o r r o w i n g ’TTBU"TTF t89Mj\ from the is&ss of the population, in 
the form of a modified "baby” bond, la act only petrol highly desirable,
especially after a full employment income has been reached* If savings bonds 
are held widely through the country, by the whole population, a degree of security 
is achieved against unforeseen contingencies* In so far as such bonds may, after 
the defense effort is over, be converted into cash and the proceeds spent, busi
ness activity would thereby be stimulated just at the time when it needs to be 
sustained* Such a program would provide in souse measure a post-defense cushion
against depression* It therefore would seem to me wise, as employment, increases

{ V4 ‘‘ *’ **and the income of the ib&ss of the population rises, to Mteata!WMHp£p*mtional 
campaign to sell as many savings bonds as possible, especially to the middle in
come classes. Such borrowing would not preclude us from balancing the budget 
because we could use the proceeds from the sale of savings bonds and f w r t t t - ^

' - f — -social ■seotiritT"'t»‘̂©' to retire a part of the Federal debt now outstanding in 
the hands of banks and corporations.

Our productive potential is greater today than ever before* It exceeds 
by far the peak reached in the boom of the Twenties. If we have the will to do 
it, we have the organization, man power, and resources to provide both adequate 
defense and a higher standard of living than any hitherto reached in our history. 
We are witnessing in the defense program what can be achieved in national 
prosperity, income aad employment through adequate governmental expenditures.
It is my hope that the country will never forget this lesson; that we shall
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henceforth use fearlessly the resources of the state to help maintain employment 
and business activity at a full income level* Once such a program is boldly 
adopted as a permanent policy, businessmen can plan their operations on the ex
pectation of a gradually rising national income. This they have never been able 
to do in the past. Such a policy, boldly conceived and persistently carried out, 
would revitalize private enterprise. There is nothing in this program that calls 
for Government operation of productive processes. Ail production, even on Govern
ment projects, can and should be carried out under private contract. Private 
business would be assured a full market. The necessary tax bill would be a 
small price to pay for an assured market adequate to absorb all the productive 
capacity of modern industry. Think what such a market would mean to business!

After the capital investment in defense is made, we will still have the 
heavy cost of maintaining our armed forces, which should be met out of current
receipts. In addition, It is reasonable to expect that when the capital invest-

h
ment in defense is largely completed there will be large acctmulated deficiencies 
in private construction of all kinds and other capital requirements. But it is 
unlikely that the volume of private activity would be enough to ™ake up for the 
deficiency In production and employment once the heavy defense outlays, including 
the large exports of military supplies to Great Britain, are over. At that time, 
it is of crucial importance that we be prepared to make the transition to a 
peace-time basis without precipitating a period of idle men, idle factories, de
clining national income and increased Federal deficits.

It would be tragically ironic if we, as a nation, solved the problem of 
unemployment by making instruments of destruction, but were unable to maintain
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employment toy making the things of peace. It is not for the purpose of returning 
men to the breadlines that we are making this vast defense effort to preserve 
our political and economic system* The transition will be effected more readily 
if at that point the budget is in balance. On the same principle that I stated 
at the ontset, we should then be prepared to have Government take up the slack 
of employment, employing surplus labor, beyond what private activity absorbs, 
in useful ways. There are many with which you are familiar, such as public 
health and hospitalization, and particularly the urgent need for a vast re
construction and improvement of our entire highway system to keep pace with auto
motive progress.

There is no excuse for defeatism, for having a static economy frozen 
at a level of under-employment • We are moving towards relatively full utilisa
tion of our men and our machines because of defense needs. When peace is re
stored to this world, we can, if we have the will and the wisdom, divert such of 
our productive facilities as are now employed in the destructive work of war into 
constructive work of peace. Thereby we can lay the foundations for a now and 
better world —  a world in which democratic Institutions can survive*
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